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SUMMARY/ABSTRACT: In this study, I propose the first experimental investigation in the Pacific 
Northwest that will quantify the effect of simulated climate change on offspring vital rates that 
underlie populations of the blue orchard bee (Osmia lignaria). I do this by taking advantage of 
recent technological advances that allow for applying heat experimentally to bee nests with great 
precision to a pre‐determined set point to simulate climate warming while also allowing nest 
heating patterns to track natural, real‐time fluctuations in ambient temperature. This serves as a 
key advance over previous systems that were characterized by large heating pulses followed by 
cooling to ambient temperature, which increased mean temperature but was unable to mimic 
natural temperature fluctuations. 
 
OBJECTIVES: The primary objective of this study is to test how experimental increases in 
temperature that simulates climate change impacts vital rates of developing bees. This is a critical 
question given the role bees play in pollination, and it is especially germane for spring‐nesting 
solitary bees like the blue orchard bee that are especially valuable pollinators of orchard crops. 
 
PROCEDURES: For this study, my focus will be on offspring vital rates in the blue orchard bee, a 
solitary nesting species in which single females nest in pre‐existing cavities, including nesting 
structures provided by researchers. I will establish six heating treatments that range from +2° C 
to +12° C in 2° increments; a no‐heating control group will also be established. I will deploy n = 6 
bee nesting structures (Figure 1), each of which will contain three shelves and harbor a single 
nest tray on each shelf; each nest tray has 16 separate nest chambers in which individual bees 
will nest plus an additional, central chamber in which a temperature probe will be housed to 
monitor nest tray temperature during development. Prior to placement I will randomize two of 
the six heating groups to two shelves in each nest structure; the third shelf in each structure will 
serve as a control tray to record ambient nest temperature measurements for reference. Nest 
trays will be heated with a thin (1.5 mm) custom built etched‐foil resistive heating element 
surrounded by a silicone jacket that matches the length and width of the nest tray, and a single 
heating element will be placed underneath each nest tray to allow for even heat distribution 
across all nest chambers. Each nest structure will have a temperature sensor mounted below the 
bottom of lowest shelf that is connected to a circuit board to record ambient air temperature 
every 60 seconds. A microprocessor, housed in the top of each nest structure, will take 
temperature data from the ambient temperature sensor and then use a PID control algorithm to 



maintain heating treatments at a constant set point. Thus, there will be a constant feedback loop 
between the ambient temperature sensor, the microprocessor, and the heating units that allow 
for fine‐scale heating adjustments to nest trays that track real‐time changes in ambient 
temperature at each nest structure. In late March, I will place 36 male cocoons and 24 female 
cocoons in custom‐built cocoon holders at each nesting structure; abundant bloom and nest 
cavities will ensure that females will use nest structures. Cocoon holders will be placed on each 
shelf to encourage even colonization of nest trays, and nest structures will be heated once ~50% 
of the nest chambers are colonized to prevent treatments from biasing colonization times across 
nest trays. Once heaters are activated, they will remain on during the entire period of bee 
development (March–
October). Heaters will be 
powered with a 12V deep‐
cycle battery attached to a 
portable solar panel for 
continuous heating. I will 
monitor heating units 
regularly to ensure proper 
functioning, although they 
are designed for long‐term 
deployments. In the fall, I 
will remove cocoons and 
overwinter them at a 
constant 4° C in the lab. In 
the following spring, I will 
measure cocoon mass 
and place cocoons in 
individual containers and 
incubate at a constant 
24° C in the lab. Cocoons 
will be monitored daily 
for emergence, and post‐
emergence survival will 
be measured as the number of days from hatching to death. All cocoons that fail to hatch will be 
dissected to determine the cause of death. Data will be analyzed using mixed linear models, with 
heating treatment as the independent variable and 4 response variables: (1) body mass, (2) 
survival during the developmental period, (3) survival during the overwintering period, and (4) 
post‐emergence survival. 
 
SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS TO DATE: Field work undertaken during spring 2021 was 
successful and demonstrated functionality of heating units under field conditions and generated 
significant pilot data. A total of six nesting structures were constructed, tested, and installed at 
the Lewis‐Brown Agricultural Farm in Corvallis, Oregon in March 2021; these units were activated 
in April 2021 have been operating continuously since. Half of the nest structures were turned on 
(and thus had nests that were heated) prior to the release of bees in April, and half of the nest 

Figure 1 | Overview of the nesting structures and bee nest heaters developed for this 
study. (A) Each experimental unit consists of a wooden nest structure to house blue 
orchard bees and a heater powered by 12‐V deep‐cycle battery attached to a solar panel 
(the batteries are housed under the solar panels in this photo and thus out of view). (B) 
Each nesting structure contains three shelves on which a nest tray is housed and to which 
two heating and 1 control treatment are randomly applied. Nest trays contain 16 nest 
chambers in which female bees nested, and offspring from those nest chambers were 
measured to quantify offspring performance measures as response variables. 



structures were turned on after 25% of nest cavities in structures were initiated to test female 
selection of nest sites. The majority of females (68.2%) selected unheated control chambers to 
create their nest, with 23.6% of females selecting chambers heated 2–4° C above ambient,  and 
only 8.2% of females selecting chambers heated 6° C above ambient. Importantly, no females 
selected chambers that were heated to 8–12° C above ambient. These results suggest that 
females do not generally seek heated nest microhabitats when nesting, which likely represents 
adaptive choices regarding where offspring are reared because especially warm nest 
microhabitats are likely to lead to the death of offspring. Of note, this work was facilitated by 
OSU undergraduate Mallory Mead who worked on this research projects as a member of the 
URSA‐Engage Program and assisted in data collection during spring 2021. 
 
In addition to successful data collection on bee nest‐site selection, we also collected data on the 
performance of the heating systems. In spring 2021, discussions with colleagues who specialize 
in bee developmental physiology suggested enhanced scientific value in heating nests beyond 
the 2021 spring season, so we modified our original plans to maintain heaters continuously until 
spring 2022. However, in so doing we have found that the system’s energy storage capabilities 
are limited during long periods of overcast days that are insufficient to recharge the 12‐V deep‐
cycle batteries with the solar panels we chose (Figure 1), in turn leading to irregular heating of 
nests in the treatment groups. The irregular loss of heating treatments due to insufficient battery 
charging on overcast days ultimately results in overwintering bees being subjected being heated 
as planned and intermittently cooled to ambient temperatures when batteries are insufficient to 
run the heaters. Although this is suboptimal from an experimental design perspective, it does 
mean that our study will provide conservative estimate of the metabolic costs that bees will incur 
by being heated continuously throughout the winter, as heating is expected to lead to elevated 
levels of energy expenditure during a normally physiologically quiescent period and, in turn, a 
reduced probability of overwinter survival. 
 
Given the success from our pilot season, we plan to undertake another year of sampling in spring 
2022 to build upon lessons learned and optimize the study to take advantage of the heating 
system to its greatest capacity. This will allow us to have a second year of data that is more 
rigorously collected and can be used to hone research questions that should allow for pursuing 
larger grant opportunities.  
 
 
ADDITIONAL FUNDING RECEIVED DURING PROJECT TERM: No additional funding has been 
received to date.  
 
FUTURE FUNDING POSSIBILITIES: The Organismal Response to Climate Change (ORCC) is a new 
NSF program that is focused on “expanding understanding and improving predictions of life on a 
warming planet.”  In particular, it focuses on funding research that examines mechanisms that 
underlie both adaptive and maladaptive responses to climate change, and how such responses 
are linked to fitness. As such, this  project seems to fit in well with the stated goals of the ORCC, 
and it is likely that data collected with ARF funding will be used to develop a full proposal for 
submission to this program at a future date.  

https://academicaffairs.oregonstate.edu/research/ursa-engage

